Abstract
Introduction
A self-stabilizing distributed system guarantees spontaneous recovery from an arbitrary bad configuration that may be reached by a failure or a perturbation in the system. We assume that faults or perturbations instantaneously corrupt the state of one or more processes, but do not affect the programs in any way 1 . In most of the stabilization algorithms for distributed systems, the time required to stabilize has no connection with the severity of the failure, as a result, the time to recover from a single failure may be as large as the time to recover from a massive failure. This is undesirable. The goal of a scalable self-stabilizing system is to ensure that the recovery time indeed depends on the severity of the failure, and is independent of the size of the network.
Define a k-faulty configuration as one that is reached by the failure of k processes from a legal configuration. It is quite possible that a particular system configuration is reachable by k faults from one legal configuration, and l
This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant CCR-9402050. 1 If the perturbations are not instantaneous, then we will expect the recovery to begin only after the end of the perturbation. faults (k 6 = l) from another legal configuration. In such cases, the number of failures will be designated by the minimum of (k, l). If the worst-case stabilization time from an arbitrary k-faulty configuration is Ofk, where fk is a monotonically increasing function of k and is independent of the size of the network, then the self-stabilizing system will be called fault-scalable, or simply scalable. A system is fault-containing [5] , when it recovers from every single failure in O1 time. A special version of scalable stabilization, called time-adaptive stabilization, was introduced in [7] to designate those systems in which the stabilization time is proportional to the number of faults.
Although the system can stabilize to any one of the legal configurations, it is often desirable, and sometimes expected, that recovery leads to one of the nearest legal configurations. In particular, when failures are believed to be minor in nature (i.e. k n , the total number of processes), and there is no ambiguity about which processes are faulty, it is desirable that non-faulty processes remain unperturbed during recovery. For this purpose, [5] introduced a new metric called contamination number defined by the maximum number of processes that can change their states during recovery from a k-faulty configuration. Ideally, only the faulty processes should restore their states to return to the legal configuration. When this is possible, we will say that recovery is "tight", and the contamination number equals the number of faulty processes. However, this is not always true. The study of scalable self-stabilization is the study of techniques by which the user can set an upper bound on metrics like stabilization time and contamination number, commensurate with the extent of the failure. We limit our work to non-reactive systems only.
The difficulty of constraining the recovery time in stabilizing distributed systems has been described in [5] . In [3] , Dolev and Herman presented their superstabilization protocol, which is a stabilizing protocol with the additional guarantee of fast convergence when the system undergoes a topology change starting from a legitimate configuration. Both [3] and [5] emphasize single faults and do not address fault-scalability. In a related work, Kutten & Patt-Shamir [7] presented a transformer that converts a non-reactive protocol into an equivalent stabilizing protocol whose stabilization time is proportional to the number of faults. They consider synchronous systems, and use state replication and local voting for this purpose, which result in high space and communication complexity. Another transformer is presented by Afek and Dolev [1] for reactive systems, but once again, the solution involves high space and communication complexity, combined with a global reset method that takes over when local stabilization fails. An asynchronous version of Kutten & Patt-Shamir's earlier result is briefly reported in [8] .
Our main results about the worst case stabilization time T k from a k-faulty configuration are: (i) T k = Ok 3 rounds when the faulty processes are contiguous, and (ii)
T k is exponential in k when the faulty processes are not contiguous, but it has an upper bound of On 3 . The additional space complexity is only O log 2 n per process (where is the maximum degree of a node) for any value of k. We demonstrate these results on a chain of processes, and these can easily be extended to any acyclic network topology. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the model and the notations to be used, Section 3 presents the general idea behind our method. Section 4 describes the algorithm and its correctness proof. Various performance issues are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 contains some concluding remarks.
Background

Model, Notations, and Definitions
Consider a network of n processes. We consider the topology to be general graph. Let designate the degree of a process. A process is called a leaf if its degree is 1. Most of our results will be demonstrated on a chain or an acyclic network of processes, but we will hint at how these results can be extended to a general network topology. Each process communicates with its neighbors using the locally shared memory model. A configuration of the system is a tuple consisting of the states of all the processes.
We use s i to represent the state of process i. The demon is serial, and there is no specific assumption about its fairness.
Define the distance between two configurations as the number of processes whose states need to be modified to reach one from the other. A fault or a perturbation changes the state of a system from legal to illegal. A measure of the extent of this failure is proposed below. Definition 1. A configuration will be called k-faulty, if its smallest distance from some legal configuration is k.
Note that this concept of fault is insensitive to the history of the system. It is more relative than absolute. Thus, if a massive failure leads the system to a configuration that is at a unit distance from another legal configuration, then that configuration will be viewed as 1-faulty.
White and black processes
Since our system is non-reactive, in a legal configuration, no process is eligible to execute an action. We call such processes white. A process with an eligible action will be called black, and the execution of the corresponding action may change its color to white. A legal configuration has only white processes, but in an arbitrary configuration, some processes may be black.
We assume that a single failure at a process i causes 1 + white processes (which includes i and its neighbors) to turn black. These black processes define a black region of size 1. In general, a black region consists of a maximal set of contiguous black processes, excluding the ones at the farthest corners bordering a neighboring region.
A white region consists of a maximal set of contiguous white processes, including the black processes bordering them. This takes into account the fact that these border processes are black due to the possible failure of their black neighbors. If the system is in a legal state, there is only a single white region, and it has no bordering black processes.
The size of a white or a black region is defined as 1 + R, where R is the diameter of the region. Thus, a white region with a single white process surrounded by black processes has a size 3. Two black processes surrounded by white processes do not form a black region. Instead, they belong to two adjacent white regions respectively. 
Figure 1. An illustration of black and white regions
Consider for example an array of n processes 0; 1; 2; ; n , 1, where 8i : 0 i n , 1:: s i 2 f0; 1; 2g ( Fig. 1) . Define a legal configuration as 8i; j: 0 i; j n , 1 :: s i = s j . If n = 100, the states of processes (0; 1; 2) are 2, those of (5; 6; 7; 8) are 0, and the states of the remaining 93 processes are 1, then the configuration is 7-faulty, and consists of (1) a white region of size 3 consisting of processes 0, 1 and 2, (2) a black region of size 2 consisting of processes 3, 4, (3) a white region of size 4 consisting of processes 5, 6, 7, and 8, (4) a white region of size 91 consisting of the processes 9-99.
This clearly shows that a k-faulty configuration can lead to the formation of one or more regions of sizes less than or equal to k.
The Main Idea
Shrinking Regions
When one or more failures occur, multiple regions are created in the system. Due to the inadequacy of global knowledge, the non-faulty processes bordering a region may sometimes falsely believe that they are faulty, causing them to execute actions that can increase the extent of failure. Our method uses an intelligent scheduling mechanism, using which, in a time commensurate with the extent of the failure, a legal configuration is restored by meeting the following two goals: Goal 1. The number of black regions is reduced to 0.
Goal 2.
The number of white regions is reduced to 1.
Note that these two goals are not equivalent. A configuration may have two or more white regions and no black region (see Fig. 2 ).
Define a border process as a black process whose actions reduce the size of the region that it borders. If we measure the distance between two processes by the minimum number of hops needed to reach one from the other, then the following feature characterizes all border processes: Lemma 1. A border process of a black region is a black process whose neighbors are black, and it is at a distance 2 from a white process, or at a distance 1 from a leaf process. A border process of a white region is a black process at a distance 1 from a white process.
An illegitimate configuration may consist of a single black region. In case there are multiple regions, a pair of adjacent regions can be (i) black and white, or (ii) white and white. To restore legitimacy, we use the following strategies: Strategy 1. Each border process of a black region will schedule recovery actions to reduce the size of the black region.
Strategy 2.
Border processes at the boundary between two or more white regions will schedule recovery actions on the basis of the relative sizes of the regions around them, so that the size of the white region of smallest size shrinks. In case of a tie, process identifiers will be used to break the tie. This will be called the shortest region first strategy.
To illustrate our idea, consider the example system of From the initial configuration of Fig. 1 , using Strategy 1, processes 3 and 4 bordering the black region may execute shrinking actions that will eliminate that black region (Fig.  2) . Subsequently, using Strategy 2, one of the two white regions with s = 2 or s = 0 will shrink and disappear. Finally, the shortest region first strategy will cause the other white region to shrink due to the large size of the neighboring white region with s = 1 . 
make moves
Note that we consider each shrinking action to be atomic. This means that once the action begins, it is continued to completion, before the guard triggering the action is reevaluated. In case a new failure occurs during the execution of the action, the system only drifts to a new illegal configuration (as long as we guarantee that the action terminates despite failures). This becomes the starting point of a subsequent recovery.
Finally, when a small white region that is surrounded by two or more white regions of larger size continues to shrink, the white region eventually turns into a black region of size 1, before completely disappearing. However, no black region turns white during shrinking. Lemma 2. All black regions in the initial configuration eventually disappear.
Proof. Every action by a border process of a black region reduces the size of the black region, and no action by any other process increases its size.
Lemma 2 implies that in a bounded number of action, all regions turn white.
Theorem 1.
Starting from a configuration consisting of white regions only, the shortest region first strategy eventually reduces the number of white regions to one.
Proof. Starting from a configuration consisting of white regions only (which is eventually reached per Lemma 1), construct a maximal chain of white regions 0; 1; 2; : : : ; i ,1; i in the order of decreasing sizes 2 . The last region i should either be a boundary region, or be surrounded by regions of larger sizes. In any case, the length of this chain should be finite.
The shortest region first strategy guarantees that actions in each round reduces the size of region i. The white region i eventually turns into a black region of size 1, and per Lemma 2, it takes one more shrinking action before the region completely disappears. At this point, the number of white regions is reduced by at least one.
Comparing the Sizes of Regions
Let the predicate distc; d
Once we can evaluate distc; d, Lemma 1 can be used to determine if a black process is a border process.
To implement Strategy 1, once a black process learns that it borders a black region, it immediately schedules actions that shrink the size of the black region. However, to implement Strategy 2, border processes of neighboring white regions will be required to compare their sizes, before the process bordering the shortest region executes an action to shrink its size. In this section, we present an outline of the method for comparing the sizes of adjacent white regions. It is illustrated on an array of processes. To avoid digression, we leave out the case of general networks now.
The steps used by a border process to determine which white region is smaller are outlined below. The method resembles echo depth sounding, used to detect the depth of an ocean. Let i and j be two neighboring border processes. We use the notation dist i c; d to represent distc; d for process i. The symbols T and F will represent the constants true and false respectively:
Algorithm for comparing the sizes of regions: process i's version.
fStart with a trial probing distance of 2g fthe process with highest id sets it, others follow that processg x := 2 (or if i j then copy x from j); while dist i black; x, dist j black; x = F;F do x := x + 1 ; fincrease the depth of the probeg if dist i black; x, dist j black; x = T ; For (dist i black; x, dist j black; x = T ; Tand i j then my region is shorter fi;
Computing dist (c,d) 2 When two neighbors have equal sizes, the process with a lower id is assumed to be smaller.
Each border process initiates a signaling mechanism to detect if there is a process of color c at a distance d from it.
This technique was first used in [4] and [6] . To understand the signaling mechanism, treat each edge between processes i and j as a pair of directed edges i; j and j; i. We focus on the directed path consisting of the edges j; i and i; k. Each process henceforth refers to itself by S, its "left neighbor" from where there is an edge to itself by L, and its "right neighbor" to whom there is an edge from itself by R, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Figure 3. Signaling mechanism for a process in one direction
A process can remain in one of three possible modes q, a and r, that intuitively correspond to quiet, ask, and reply respectively. A variable span stores the expected distance of the nearest process of color c. The result of distc; d is stored in a boolean variable result.
The computation of the predicate distc; d involves the application of the following five rules. At the beginning, the initiator verifies that its "right neighbor" is quiet, and sets its mode to a, color to c, and the span to d: After mode changes to r, the value of result becomes the value of the predicate distc; d. The new variables introduced here constitute the state variables. The values of the state variables are not taken into account in determining the color of a process. However, in a legal configuration, in addition to all processes being white, all the mode variables also must be reset to q. We do not care about the values of the remaining state variables here.
Identifying border processes
As stated in Lemma 1, a black process can decide if it is a border process by evaluating distwhite; 1 and distwhite; 2. If distwhite; 1 is true, the process is a border process of a white region; otherwise, if distwhite; 2 is true, it is a border process of a black region. The signaling mechanism used to compute distc; d can be used for this purpose. However, in a black region, many black processes may try to simultaneously identify if they are border processes. As a result, some processes may have to wait for others to finish, since queries and replies are serialized.
To solve the congestion problem, for each process, we use dedicated query variables for probes up to distance 2 to decide the identity. With this, a border process is able to identify itself within four rounds. Proof. From an arbitrary initial state, after the initiator sets its mode to q, it takes at most d rounds for the nodes at distance d to respond by setting their mode to r, and it takes another d rounds for the result to come back to the initiator.
It follows from Lemma 3 that a process at the boundary of a black region executes a shrinking move in O1 rounds regardless of the size of the region. This is because it takes at most four rounds to verify if distwhite; 1 or distwhite; 2 is true, and it may take an extra round for the mode to be reset to q. Note. Using binary search for probing the boundaries of regions, this time could be reduced to Ok log k. Theorem 2. A single region of size k completes its recovery in Ok 3 rounds. Proof. After Ok 2 rounds, a shrinking move is executed, and the size of the region is reduced to k , 1. The total number of rounds required for recovery is of the order of k 2 + k , 1 2 + k , 2 2 + + 1 2 , which is Ok 3 .
Note. For each incoming edge to a node, a separate set of mode, color, span, result have to be defined. In one specific direction, at most one query will be processed at any time. Queries (and responses) will be tagged by the identifier of the process initiating the query.
Lemma 5. After all processes have turned white, the values of mode are guaranteed to return to q in OD rounds, where D is the diameter of the network. Proof outline. A process with mode r changes it to q within two rounds (Rules 3 and 4). A process with mode 6 = r will set its mode to r in at most 2D rounds if the mode of its left neighbor is a. The worst case corresponds to a configuration in which the value of the mode for a process is a, the value of its span inadvertently set to a value D, and the modes of all other processes are q.
This illustrates that after the output stabilizes, the state variables eventually stabilize.
Implementing Shortest Region First
Border processes can identify themselves in O1 rounds.
Once border processes have been identified, many comparisons of the sizes of regions may simultaneously be in progress. To implement shortest region first, we need to guarantee that once the size of a region has been computed, it remains unchanged until a decision about a move (to alter its size) has been taken. Thus, if A and B are two diametrically opposite border processes of a region, then B should not execute a move, until A has used the result of the comparison to make a decision. This will be accomplished using process identifiers.
As mentioned earlier, each query will be tagged with the id of the initiator. A border process will respond to a query (using Rule 2), only when the id of the initiator border process is larger than that of its own. This guarantees that only the border process with the highest id is eligible to execute a shrinking action. The use of process ids will also help break any symmetry in the configuration that may affect the progress of recovery. An example of such a symmetric configuration is a ring of even size, that consists of two white regions of equal size.
Performance Issues Space Complexity
The minimum additional space needed by any process in the proposed method is for storing the query response variables in each direction. Since each query or response is tagged by the process identifiers (that requires log 2 n bits), and the maximum degree of a node is , the space complexity is O l o g 2 n per process.
Time Complexity and Contamination
It follows from Theorem 2 that the time complexity for recovery from a single faulty region of size k is Ok 3 . If the fault creates only two regions, then no non-faulty process is affected during recovery, and the contamination number is k. However, if the faulty processes create more than two regions, then non-faulty processes may be affected due to the local nature of the knowledge used to execute a shrinking move. Such a case is shown in Fig. 4 . Here, initially the states of all the processes were 1, but a failure changed the states of k of them to 2. Since n = 4 k , 1, the system will recover to the original legal configuration, but this may not happen before the k , 1 processes to the right of the faulty region have changed their states from 1 to 2 in the interim period.
There is no guarantee that the system will recover to either to the nearest, or to the original legal configuration. The term contamination is of little significance unless we assume that the current configuration was reached from the nearest legal configuration, and expect the system to return to the nearest configuration. Only in such cases, contamination number is a meaningful metric.
Consider Fig. 4 again. If there were k , 1 processes with state 1 on both sides of the affected region, then the final states of all the processes would have been 2, although the majority of the processes were originally in state 1, a legal configuration nearest to the initial configuration. These observations lead to the following lemma: 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 0 0 0 1 1 1 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 00 
Figure 5. A bad case
Lemma 6. For a chain of processes, if fewer than n=4 contiguous processes are affected by a failure, then the system always recovers to the original legal configuration.
It is easy to observe that the contamination number for recovery from k faults can be as large as 2k in such cases.
As a second example, consider the initial configuration of Fig. 5 . Here, there are only six processes in state 2 and 41 processes in state 1. Yet, the system can potentially recover to a system in which all processes are in state 2. Clearly, majority rule does not hold.
During the recovery phase, region sizes change. While some of them may shrink, some others may combine with neighboring regions to form larger regions. A worst-case example of a small number of faulty processes contaminating a large number of non-faulty processes is shown in Fig.  5 . Here, because of adverse scheduling, the six faulty processes forced the 41 non-faulty processes to change their states forming a single white region of size 47. Per Theorem 2, it is the size of this region (with 47 white processes) that will determine the stabilization time. Proof Outline. In an arbitrary initial configuration, let k be the size of the largest white region. Such a region will expand in min(k 2 ; n , k 2 rounds, due to the shrinking action of its neighboring region (Lemma 4). To reach a single white region configuration, it will take P n k=2 min(k 2 ; n , k 2 = On 3 rounds.
k non-contiguous faulty processes may lead the whole systems into another configuration, as shown in Fig. 5 . The following table summarizes the relationship between k, the number of faulty processes, and fk, the maximum size of the region of non-faulty processes that may be forced to change state during recovery to a legal configuration, and n, the maximum size of the network for this to happen. k fk n This implies that k = log 2 n+1 3 + 2
The worst case recovery time from k faults in such cases is Ofk 3 , which is On 3 , and for this worst case to occur, the relationship n 2 k,1 + 2 k,2 , 1 must hold. This implies that k log 2 n+1 3 + 2 . If k is less than that, the worst-case recovery time can still be exponential in k, but scalable w.r.t the number of faulty processes, and the system will recover to the nearest legal configuration. The worst-case contamination number can be as large as fk, which is also exponential.
Conclusion
The classification of the processes into black and white provides a general framework for addressing the problem of stabilization that scales with the number of failures. For the ease of presentation, this method has been illustrated on a chain of processes only. However, with some extra work, this methodology can be extended to general networks. Examples of issues that need to be addressed in a general graph topology are: (i) what if regions do not have boundaries, as in the case of a ring of processes all of which are black? (ii) in general networks, the signaling mechanism could be more sophisticated, but we expect the space complexity to remain unchanged. Besides, memory adaptive technique [2] could be used to reduce the space requirement in legitimate state.
The method is space-efficient. Since only a small fraction of the black processes initiate the algorithm for comparing the sizes of regions, the communication complexity is low. The communication overhead monotonically decreases with the number of regions, and reduces to zero when a legal configuration is reached.
